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How To Paint Living Portraits (North
Light Classics)

Master artist Roberta Carter Clark shares secrets for infusing portraits with life.Since its original
publication, this best-selling book has earned a loyal following among students of portraiture. Back
in print by popular demand, How to Paint Living Portraits has been updated to help today's artists
discover the joys of this time-honored tradition. Hands-on instruction covers a range of ages and
ethnicities, offering a practical approach to creating successful, spirited portraits in charcoal, oils and
watercolor.Includes 23 exercises for capturing recognizable likenesses, feature by featureOffers
instruction on painting the figure, hands and clothingAddresses common stumbling blocks of skin
tones and hair colorsIllustrates simple and complex lighting set-ups for achieving multiple moods
and effectsFeatures 5 step-by-step portrait demonstrations in charcoal, oil and watercolorClark
brings fifty years of experience to this book, from technical expertise on color and composition to
practical considerations of working with a live model. One of the most comprehensive guides ever
written on the subject, itâ€™s a valuable reference for any skill level.
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A workshop guided by a master painter of portraits. Robert Carter Clark sets out here to teach you
thoroughly from her professional experience, without cutting corners or resorting to caricature. Fully
one-half of this fine book is given to draftsmanship. She begins with proportions of the head (male,
female & infant) in Chapter One, then moves on to drawing features -- with special attention given to
the windows of the soul, the eyes. Chapter Three is dedicated to drawing the body. In Chapter Four,
Ms. Clark presents the difficult skill of capturing fabric folds. Chapter Five covers lighting for four
different views. Charcoal portraiture comes next, then using color, stepping through hue, value,
intensity, & flesh & hair tones. Finally, she devotes chapters to painting portraits from life in oils & in
watercolors. Oil techniques include wet-into-wet, monotone, & glazing. "How to Paint Living
Portraits" is a standout, user-friendly instructional book within a genre glutted with volumes that can
be too light or too dense, or promise too much, too quickly. Roberta Carter Clark cooked this one
right. She's an excellent teacher. Bob Rixon, Pearl Art & Crafts

I work for an artist who owns a gallery in Lahaina, Maui for over 12 years & has a 30 year reputation
as a respected International artist. As a budding artist, myself, I requested Jim Kingwell to critique' a
painting of mine that was in progress - he handed me Roberta's book and told me that she was his
teacher and great influencer in painting. After a few days I re-emerged from the book with a painting
that captured not only the subject, my mother, but also captured the emotions I wanted to
communicate. Jim could proceed to help me with small refinements...then he asked for the book
back. He jokingly referred to it as his "bible". I since have ordered my own and Roberta's book on
capturing children's portraits! A must have! Incredible guidance and techniques. Mahalo.

Great for anyone that has some experience in painting but is just beginning portraits. Detailed
step-by-step instructions work you through the process. Lots of illistrations and color pictures.

I love this book . It is one my favorites. the reason I don't have it because anytime I hear of a friend
want to draw better I end up giving it away. its that good. It is the only art book I have ever done that
with. it not only gives you tips on painting but tips on drawing the face and drawing them well there
is a part in it were she talks about fabric folds, I was able apply that part to sculpting. the ideas she
recommends are good for anyone over seven and there is no nudity so any kid can look at it with
out adult supervision. I am not saying this is a kid book only that the concepts in it are a lot easier to
grasp then most art books out there. it also beautiful to look at so really little guys can enjoy that
even if they don't understand what the book is about.

I ordered this book sight unseen( a mistake) because of recommendation and glowing reviews.Its
not terrible but I am not impressed with the content.The artist is not nearly as strong as many other
portrait painters who have written texts.Her drawings tend towards the mediocre and formulaic. Her
paintings are splashy but fail to cover her flaws in understanding form.The information presented is
basic and general with the exception of the color mixing section which is quite useful.

Roberta Carter Clark is a wonderful artist. I have the original printing of this book but I decided I
wanted the most up to date. I was not disappointed when I gazed through it. I met her a couple of
times for portrait demos and was very impressed with her knowledge and talent. This book shows
all of that and more. Probably one of the best books on Portraits.

If you didn't get to go to college and major in art, and you want to paint portraits, i think you'll find
this book helpful. It starts with basic shapes, which most of us don't need, and goes to more
challenging things, like getting an individual expression on a face. That, I did find useful. Everyone
paints differently, and it's 98 percent practice. Still, we learn much from each other.

This book is a tremendous resource for both beginning and experienced portrait painters. Each
chapter is rich with information about human physiology and the painting techniques necessary to
complete your portraits. I especially liked the color mixing guide for various hair colors.
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